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P40/HSC116/EE/20160525

Time : 3 Hours Marks : 80

Instructions :
1. All Questions are Compulsory.

2. Each Sub-question carry 5 marks.

3. Each Sub-question should be answered between 75 to 100 words. Write every questions
answer on separate page.

4. Question paper of 80 Marks, it will be converted in to your programme structure marks.

1. Solve any four sub-questions.

a) If you meet to visually impaired patient on a road, then explain how will  you help
him? 5

b) Explain importance of history taking. 5

c) Write a letter to District Medical officer for the eye examination in municipal school.
5

d) What is Software? 5

e) Describe how you maintain record in your clinic. 5

2. Solve any four sub-questions.

a) Write an email to service company for electricity maintenance of operation theatre.
5

b) Write a specimen design of case paper. 5

c) If 45 years patient is in your clinic then explain history taking of same patient. 5

d) How will you communicate with a patient who is visiting your clinic? 5

e) Explain in brief MS-Excel. 5

3. Solve any four sub-questions.

a) How do you can use digital gadgets for the betterment of patient care? 5

b) If a patient is contacting you via telephone and asking about eye donation then write a
conversation in between you and patient. 5

c) Write an essay : A visit to blind school. 5

d) What instructions will you give to patient who is suffering with glaucoma. 5

e) Write a short note on ROM. 5
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4. Solve any four sub-questions.

a) Change the voice of all of following sentences : 5

i) The IOP was recorded by Dr. Smith.

ii) He dilated the pupil for fundus examination.

iii) Print out of A-scan took by using Printer.

iv) Notes were written in notebook.

v) Dhira is learning refraction.

b) Correct the following (Attempt all five) : 5

i) Sitaram are Gentleman.

ii) Peoples should be aware about ocular health.

iii) An moon is revolving around earth.

iv) Tomorrow I was attend the class.

v) Mohan ate sharbat.

c) Choose correct word from the bracket (Attempt all five) : 5

i) Gopal is _______ In front of Ram. (leaving / living)

ii) Tie a _______to the shoe. (knot / Not)

iii) Why are you looking _______ pinhole? (from / Through)

iv) Spill the water _______ the floor. (on / over)

v) Take the history _______ patient. (of / for)

d) Change the sentence according to the instructions. (Attempt all five) : 5

i) This is the problem. (Add question tag)

ii) Doctor : “Sister, call the next patient.” (Change the speech)

iii) I will meet you _______ tomorrow morning. (Add preposition)

iv) Rose is a beautiful flower. (Change into exclamatory sentence)

v) Ravan _______ Ram were sitting in chariot. (Add conjunction)

e) Translate the following into Marathi. (Attempt all five) 5

i) Wear the black and fully tight sunglass every time compulsorily.

ii) Don’t touch the eye with hand, handkerchief or with any cloth.

iii) While sleeping, lie on back and not on same side of the operated eye.

iv) Don’t bath over the head.

v) Instill medicines into the eye on time as instructed by the practitioner.
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